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Get Out is one of the first films expressly to be set in
a post-Obama era, even if writer-director Jordan Peele,
having shot it about a year ago, couldn’t have known
exactly what ghastly frights this era would entail. Either
way, there is not a Trump voter in sight, because this is a
horror-satire about covert racism — liberal racism — not
the out-and-proud kind.
The movie rattles with provocations, among them an
opening sequence in which a young black guy (Lakeith
Stanfield) walks down a suburban street, talking on
his phone, and is pounced upon by a kerb-crawler in
a sportscar. Grim echoes of the Trayvon Martin case
thud around in your consciousness, setting the tone for
feature-length paranoia about being a black outsider in
an all-white enclave. It’s less Guess Who’s Coming to
Dinner, more Guess What’s Being Served.
Perfect, white Rose Armitage (Allison Williams) wants to
allay the concerns of her boyfriend, black photographer
Chris (British-Ugandan star Daniel Kaluuya), about
the family he hasn’t met yet, five months into their
relationship. He’s anxious about their trip upstate, even
if the initial reception from her parents, Dean (Bradley
Whitford) and Missy (Catherine Keener) is all hugs and
bonhomie, and they don’t bat an eyelid about his skin
colour.
Peele makes the interesting choice of showing this first
encounter from afar, in a long master shot, not closeups. The body language all seems perfectly above board.
But the closer we get to the Armitages, the more an

eye-widening below-board-ness creeps in. Why is
their basement locked? Why are their two employees
— a housemaid and groundsman — both black, not to
mention stricken and socially paralysed?
And is their house not a little like some Rhode Island
equivalent of an antebellum plantation, with iced tea
being served on the lawn? (The movie was largely shot
in Alabama for tax reasons, and there’s another nod to
the South when someone uses “One Mississippi...” as a
counting chant.)
All those questions will be answered as the film heads
towards its grisly and breathlessly suspenseful last reel
– which Peele, until now a comedy specialist, handles
with an impressive grasp of pacing, considered shock,
and restraint where it counts. Still, the explanations are
less interesting than the uneasy edge in the build-up,
the escalation of sly microaggressions coming at Chris
from all sides.
The horror elements of the film lie in wait, just as they did
in satires of a former generation – The Stepford Wives,
Rosemary’s Baby. One aspect of Chris’s predicament
involves being forcibly detached from reality through
hypnosis, disappearing through the floor into a dark
netherworld which Keener’s character calls “the Sunken
Place”. Visually, it’s reminiscent of that tarry trap in
Jonathan Glazer’s Under the Skin. But this borrowing
works because of the film’s stark political awareness – it
becomes a floating, flailing image of being impotently
shafted by white hegemony.
Tim Robey, The Telegraph
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